PRESENTA pad

Enhancing learning environments by facilitating
group interaction
The PRESENTA pad enables teachers to deliver dynamic lessons from anywhere in the
classroom while learners are able to interact with lesson content from their seat.

This innovative teaching tool provides
a simple and convenient means of
stimulating whole class participation
during any lesson or training session.

Each PRESENTA pad is supplied
with our Px interactive software
containing a range of teaching
resources including an electronic
flipchart with annotation tools
for writing and drawing, and
attention grabbing features to
highlight key points and enrich
lesson delivery.

Natural and easy to use, the
PRESENTA pad utilises wireless radio
technology to enable teachers and
learners to control a Windows based
PC from up to 10 metres away.
By plugging our radio adapter directly
into your PC and connecting to a
digital projector, your PC’s display
can be projected onto a large screen
for easy viewing by the whole class
while the PRESENTA pad
communicates wirelessly with your PC.
The PRESENTA pad can easily be passed
from teacher to student to encourage
greater participation in the lesson.
Individual students can solve a problem
or write down their answer without
leaving their seats.
Using the cordless battery free pen
ensures participation is simple and
convenient. By moving the pen across
the surface, the teacher or learner can

control the PC using the pad instead of
the computer's mouse.
Lightweight and robust, the PRESENTA
pad, used in conjunction with a
portable projector and laptop, makes
the perfect solution for teachers and
trainers on the move.

PRESENTA pad specifications
Range
Working pen proximity
Max number of tablets registered per computer
Battery life between charging
Charge time
Battery technology
Output rate
Operating temperature
Channels
LCD interface
Resolution
Communication of tablet base station
Power save
Compliance
Overall dimensions
Active area dimensions
Active area diagonal
Weight
Pen description

Base Station
Range
Throughput
Interface
Connection
Channels
Communication
Compliance
Overall dimensions
Weight
Warranty

10m
5mm
32
24 hours constant pen on surface use (typical usage of 3 hours per day
would require charging after 2 months)
Approx 3 hours
Rechargeable Lithium ion
75 coordinate pairs per second
2°C - 45°C
2, user selectable
Interactive for setup and status feedback
1000 points (lines) per inch
RF 868MHz (UK)
Automatic sleep mode when pen has not been in contact with tablet
surface for 1-10 mins, user selectable
CE compliant and conforms with FCC 47CFR Part 15C
320 x 232mm
200 x 150mm
250mm
0.74kg
Left click on the tip, right click on the barrel.
Ergonomic design, battery free, tapered tip.

10m
50 devices/second
7 LED device status display
USB 1.1 (1m cable length)
2
RF 868MHz (UK)
CE compliant and conforms with FCC 47CFR Part 15C
86 x 68 x 34mm
117g
1 year return to factory
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